Introduction {#S0001}
============

Insomnia Disorder (ID) is one of the most common mental disorders and the most frequent sleep disorder encountered in clinical practice, with a prevalence of about 7% in the European population.[@CIT0001] It is defined as a disorder of sleep initiation or maintenance, followed by a feeling of non-restorative sleep and several diurnal consequences ranging from occupational and social difficulties to cognitive impairment.[@CIT0002] Notably, the diagnosis is based only on the clinical assessment of subjective symptoms according to the most recent versions of the two principal nosological classifications of mental and sleep disorders: the fifth edition of the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders* (DSM-5) and the third version of the International Classification of Sleep Disorder (ICSD-3).[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003] Polysomnographic (PSG) evaluation in ID patients is used only to exclude the presence of another sleep disorder.

An important aspect of insomnia is its association with mental disorders; in particular, patients with ID have a twofold risk of developing depression over the course of the disease.[@CIT0004] Hence, an efficacious and timely treatment is of the utmost importance.

According to the most recent guideline for ID management, Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia (CBT-I) is considered the first-choice therapy for this disorder because its effectiveness has been proven to be greater in the long term with fewer side effects in comparison to pharmacotherapy.[@CIT0005],[@CIT0006] CBT-I is a multicomponent approach that encompasses psychoeducation/sleep hygiene, relaxation training, stimulus control, sleep restriction, and cognitive therapy. It is usually delivered face to face, both individually or in a group, by a trained clinician.

Although its effectiveness has been well established, it has been reported that up to 40% of patients do not achieve remission after treatment.[@CIT0006]--[@CIT0008] This lack of effectiveness could be the consequence of poor adherence to the treatment program or the patient having a type of insomnia for which CBT-I is not sufficient. With respect to adherence to CBT-I, less attention has been paid than might be expected for a therapeutic program.[@CIT0009] For instance, there is no agreed definition of adherence to CBT-I. It is possible that heterogeneity of ID between patients explains why some patients do not achieve remission of insomnia with CBT-I.[@CIT0009]

In recent years, ID heterogeneity has gained more attention. Of note, it has been proposed that the characterization of ID types should be based on more than the usual indices of sleep quality and quantity and include a variety of dimensions, such as mental and physical health, childhood trauma and other life events, fatigue, sleepiness, hyperarousal, hyperactivity, lifetime sleep history, chronotype, depression, anxiety, mood, quality of life, personality, happiness, worry, rumination, and self-consciousness.[@CIT0010] However, several studies have investigated the value of objective sleep markers, in particular objective Total Sleep Time (TST),[@CIT0011] for phenotyping ID and its response to treatment. This approach challenges the current guidelines that PSG assessment is not useful in the evaluation of ID, only being of value in excluding another sleep disorder.

The aim of this narrative review is to summarize the available scientific literature about the impact of ID subtype on CBT-I response. The review is divided into two parts: the first on insomnia subtyping in general; the second on sleep and non-sleep features that predict response to CBT-I. The overall aim is to identify indices able that will predict CBT-I outcomes.

Insomnia Subtyping: State Of The Science {#S0002}
========================================

As noted above, ID is a chronic clinical syndrome based on symptoms of difficulty with sleep despite adequate opportunity for sleep together with daytime dysfunction. Although used in the past, there is little evidence to support the classification into sleep onset insomnia, sleep maintenance insomnia, and early awakening. Given the diagnosis on subjective complaints, the current recommendation is that objective sleep studies, such as actigraphy and PSG, are not used unless there are grounds to exclude another sleep disorder. However, there is valuable information about sleep studies in patients with ID that might inform better selection for CBT-I.

Objective measures derived from PSG recordings often show variations of minor significance between good sleepers (GS) and people with ID defined by self-reported subjective complaints about sleep quality and quantity. A meta-analysis showed that, compared to GS, insomnia patients had longer Sleep Latency (SL), shorter TST, reduced Sleep Efficiency (SE) below the accepted threshold of "good sleep" of 85%,[@CIT0012] decreased slow-wave sleep and decreased Rapid Eye Movements (REM) sleep.[@CIT0012]

More in-depth methods to characterize sleep electrophysiology have identified further differences between these two groups.[@CIT0013] ID patients have increased instability of non-REM (NREM) and REM sleep[@CIT0013],[@CIT0014] and an increase in electroencephalographic (EEG) fast frequencies, that can be interpreted as a marker of cortical hyperactivity.[@CIT0015]--[@CIT0020] This hyperactivity is also reflected in Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) studies, which show an increased sensitivity to auditory stimuli in ID patients.[@CIT0021]--[@CIT0024] In addition, EEG features of sleep stage 2, such as Sleep Spindles (SS) and K-Complexes, have been found to be different between ID and GS.[@CIT0025]--[@CIT0027] However, up until now, PSG data have not been sensitive enough for either the diagnosis of insomnia or for phenotyping it. Furthermore, as noted above, even the classical insomnia complaints of difficulty initiating sleep, difficulty maintaining sleep, and early morning awakening, as well as the common classification into idiopathic, psychophysiological, and paradoxical insomnia,[@CIT0028],[@CIT0029] do not have adequate validity and reliability for diagnostic purposes.[@CIT0030] Therefore, ICSD-3 and DSM-5 did not include additional subtyping of chronic insomnia.[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003]

Following the decision by DSM-5 and ICSD-3 not to subtype ID, in particular the conclusion that sleep outcomes are not sufficient to describe the heterogeneity of insomnia patients, the focus of investigations has been on non-sleep-related characteristics. Benjamins et al.[@CIT0010] reviewed the literature on psychometric aspects of ID to complement other meta-analyses and systematic reviews. They concluded that inconsistencies in studies on subtyping ID arise from the limited value of sleep-related variables and that non-sleep variables (personality traits, history of disease, and life events) can discriminate between patients with and without ID. In further exploration of this hypothesis, several authors have attempted to subtype the ID population by using sophisticated methodologies such as Latent Class Analysis (LCA), Latent Profile Analysis, and Network Analysis. The patient data used were on one hand sleep variables such as insomnia symptoms, severity, and sleep disturbance,[@CIT0031],[@CIT0032] and on the other hand non-sleep variables, such as functional impairment and comorbid condition,[@CIT0031] socioeconomic state and gender,[@CIT0033] level of distress[@CIT0032]--[@CIT0034] and personality traits including neuroticism,[@CIT0035] response to pleasurable emotions and level of reactivity to life events.[@CIT0034]

Overall, the balance of these recent studies support the hypothesis that sleep outcomes are not sufficient to describe ID heterogeneity. However, further studies are needed to confirm the hypothesis. Finally, an important approach to subtyping a syndrome such as ID is whether to do so on diagnostic, demographic, and pathogenetic data or to subtype on response to treatment. In the case of ID, it would be valuable to have it subtyped into categories that are likely to respond or not to CBT-I, the first-choice treatment.

Can Sleep And Non-Sleep Features Predict CBT-I Outcome? {#S0003}
=======================================================

Objective Sleep Duration (OSD) {#S0003-S2001}
------------------------------

Most of the studies that support the value of objective sleep indices to predict the CBT-I outcomes are focused on OSD at the baseline. This index seems useful to assess the biological severity of ID and to distinguish two insomnia subtypes: patients with Short Sleep Duration (SSD: \< 6 h per night) and patients with Normal Sleep Duration (NSD: \> 6 h per night).[@CIT0011] Using this subtyping, several studies report that SSD may be a marker of a blunted CBT-I response.[@CIT0036]--[@CIT0038] This result could be explained by SSD patients not being able to benefit from sleep restriction, which is the primary intervention in behavioural sleep treatments. Patients with SSD have high rates of comorbidity,[@CIT0039]--[@CIT0044] an association with cognitive, emotional, physiological, and cortical hyperarousal,[@CIT0045],[@CIT0046] and seem to be more susceptible to pharmacological therapies that aim to decrease physiological hyperarousal and to increase OSD.[@CIT0011],[@CIT0047] Conversely, patients with NSD, characterized by sleep misperception, anxious-ruminative traits,[@CIT0048] cognitive and emotional hyperarousal, but not by physiological hyperarousal,[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050] seem to respond better to behavioural strategies.[@CIT0011]

Even though this OSD biomarker looks promising, there are other studies,[@CIT0051]--[@CIT0053] that report no group significant difference in response to CBT-I between SSD and NSD phenotypes.

In summary, OSD has been found to be an inconsistent marker to predict CBT-I outcome ([Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Table 1Studies Evaluating OSD In CBT-IStudyPopulationMethods To Assess OSDType Of CBT-I TreatmentResultsTroxel et al. (2013)[@CIT0038]*N* = 39 (age: 72.54 ± 6.61)Actigraphy record;PSG baseline recordingThree weeks of Brief Behavioral Treatment for Insomnia (BBTI)Longer SL at the baseline: more likely to respond to BBTISSD group: less remission of insomnia at the follow-upNo evidence for an effect of overall delta activity or slope of delta activity across the nightLovato et al. (2016)[@CIT0051]*N* = 91 (age: 63.34 ± 6.41) 39 SSD52 NSDPSG baseline recordingFour weeks of group CBT-I sessionsNo differences in treatment outcomes between the two sleep duration groupsBathgate et al. (2017)[@CIT0036]*N* = 60\
(age: 56.2 ±10.1) 35 SSD25 NSDActigraphy recordEight weeks of individual CBT-I sessionsSSD group: Less remission of insomnia symptomsLower improvements in SE and TWTMore difficulty to fall asleep after awake during the nightNo significant changes in post-treatment TSTMiller et al. (2018)[@CIT0037]*N* = 96\
(age: 41.4 ± 11.8) 43 SSD53 NSDPSG baseline recordingDifferent treatment modalities: Digital CBT onlyFace-to-face CBT onlyDigital CBT + face-to-face CBTSleep Restriction Therapy onlySleep Restriction Therapy + face-to-face CBTSleep Restriction Therapy + digital CBTSSD group showed less response to CBT-ICrönlein et al. (2018)[@CIT0052]*N* = 92 39 SSD (age: 53.0±11.7)53 NSD (age 49.2±11.4)PSG baseline recordingTwo weeks of group CBT-I sessionsNo group difference in the primary outcomes\
Rochefort et al. (2019)[@CIT0053]*N* = 159\
(age: 50.31 ± 10.14) 51 SSD108 NSDPSG baseline recordingTwo treatment modalities: Eight week of CBT-I sessionsEight week of CBT-I sessions + ZolpidemOSD did not moderate treatment response to either CBT-I or CBT-I+Zolpidem[^1]

Subjective Sleep Duration {#S0004}
=========================

With respect to subtyping by subjective sleep duration as a predictor of CBT-I efficacy, a recent study by our group[@CIT0054] demonstrated that short sleepers showed a boosted response to CBT-I. Chiu et al.[@CIT0055] report a similar finding with CBT-I treatment for ID in patients with schizophrenia and related psychoses. On the other hand, patients with shorter TST were reported to be more likely to drop-out prior to the fourth session, but there are inconsistencies across studies.[@CIT0056]--[@CIT0058] In summary, subjective sleep duration has been found to be an inconsistent predictor of CBT-I outcomes.

Sleep Variability {#S0005}
=================

ID is often characterized by night-to-night fluctuations in the quantity and quality of sleep. In other words, insomnia sufferers show some nights of poor sleep quality, typically followed by good ones, and vice versa.[@CIT0059] Because sleep variability may be one of the most distressing aspects of insomnia, it is relevant to assess its impact for ID patients, especially its relationship to the efficacy of treatments.

However, there are only a few studies[@CIT0060]--[@CIT0062] on sleep variability measures as prognostic indices of therapeutic response. The results show that improvements in SL, SE, Wake After Sleep Onset (WASO) and TST with CBT-I were higher in ID patients who had increased rates of sleep variability at the baseline compared with those who had lower variability.[@CIT0060]--[@CIT0062] As suggested by Chan et al.,[@CIT0061] patients with high variability may be more motivated to improve their sleep because they are more aware of what a good sleep is like and hence adhere more to the treatment. It is important to note that the presence of sleep variability with night-to-night fluctuations in the quantity and quality of sleep in ID patients makes it questionable to make a clear distinction between subjects with NSD and SSD, especially the current strict cut-off of 6 hrs TST.

PSG/EEG Features {#S0006}
================

There are three aspects of PSG/EEG results in ID patients. The first is whether there are differences in the PSG/EEG between ID patients and GS. The second is whether successful CBT-I changes the PSG/EEG. The third is whether there are features on the baseline PSG/EEG that predict a successful response to PSG. With respect to the impact of CBT-I, PSG indices such as spending excessive Time in Bed (TIB) and napping are targets of CBT-I and likely to improve with successful CBT-I. One of the proposed mechanisms of CBT-I is that it may increase the homeostatic pressure of sleep. This is supported by the results of Cervena et al., where CBT-I resulted in a more rapid decline in EEG NREM delta power during the night.[@CIT0063]

With respect to PSG/EEG markers of response to CBT-I, Krystal et al.[@CIT0064] investigated the relationship between NREM EEG spectral measures and CBT-I response. They demonstrated that lower peak delta power in the first NREM period and a slower decline in peak delta power over the night were associated with greater subjective improvement after treatment.[@CIT0064] These results support the hypothesis of an impaired homeostatic function in ID patients that can be restored throughout CBT-I.

It is interesting to note that ID patients with misperception of sleep duration had decreased NREM EEG delta and elevated alpha, sigma, and beta powers, compared with both control subjects and insomnia sufferers who accurately estimated their sleep times.[@CIT0065] This result suggests that alterations in NREM EEG frequencies are associated with a perception of wakefulness and/or a sense of impaired sleep that is not detected by the traditional scoring of PSG.

A few studies have investigated sleep-microstructure and specific EEG elements as biomarkers to predict CBT-I outcomes. A pilot study showed that basal differences in SS density (SSD) were associated with some measures of response to CBT-I, both in the short and long term.[@CIT0066] As there is evidence suggesting a protective role of SS in maintaining sleep, lower SSD might represent an individual EEG marker for the development of ID.[@CIT0067]--[@CIT0069]

In summary there are complex relationships between PSG/EEG, ID and its response to CBT-I. Future investigations should explore how interventions, especially CBT-I, might be tailored for individual patients by taking into account specific sleep EEG properties.

Clinical/Demographic Characteristics {#S0007}
====================================

At present, the criteria for the diagnosis of ID are symptoms frequency and duration, all subjective criteria[@CIT0070] with no reference to pathogenesis or likelihood of response to treatment. Nevertheless, we will focus on clinical/demographic features that could predict the effect of CBT-I. In this section efficacy refers to the performance of CBT-I under the ideal, controlled conditions of a clinical trial and effectiveness refers to its performance under "real-world" conditions.

Drop-Out, Adherence, And Attendance Predictors {#S0007-S2001}
----------------------------------------------

The reduced effectiveness of CBT-I compared to its efficacy in clinical trials can be explained in part by drop-out, poor adherence, and reduced attendance at sessions.

With respect to drop-out, adherence, and attendance percentage, Perlis et al.[@CIT0056] showed that shorter TST and greater number of awakenings were associated with drop-out prior to the fourth session. Consistent with these results, Ong et al.[@CIT0057] reported that shorter TST and greater severity of depression at the baseline were related to drop-out prior to the fourth session. In contrast, Yeung et al.[@CIT0058] showed that longer TST (TST ≥ 6.82h), lower Insomnia Severity Index (ISI) total score (ISI \< 13) and higher depression score (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale depression score ≥ 9) predicted drop-out in 207 insomnia subjects. However, the difference in the results may be due to different forms of CBT-I. Face-to-face CBT-I was provided in the first two studies compared to internet-based self-help CBT-I in the third. However, taken together, these findings suggest that depression severity, rather than TST, may be an informative predictor of drop-out.

Adherence to a treatment such as CBT-I is a very important determinant of its effectiveness. For example, Ludwin et al.[@CIT0071] assessed adherence to sleep restriction, not CBT-I, through differences in prescribed versus self-reported TIB, variability of TIB, and percentage of completed sleep diaries.[@CIT0072] They reported no significant relationships among the adherence measures and sleep outcomes. The authors interpreted this lack of association with the possible presence of some confounding factors, such as comorbidities with other psychiatric disorders. In addition, the sample size was small, with only 22 volunteers completing the study. Cui and Fiske[@CIT0073] evaluated the prediction of both adherence and attendance in 108 adults with ID. An association between older age and better attendance (in terms of presence at three or more sessions) and adherence (in terms of consistent bedtime and waketime) was found. In addition, symptoms of anxiety and depression were associated with less attendance, and depression was linked to more inconsistent wake times. The authors recommend a tailored-approach CBT-I, in which anxiety and depression are managed before or during the CBT-I combined with addressing the needs of different age groups.

In conclusion, comorbidities, especially depression, seem to be a consistent predictor of drop-out, attendance, and adherence.

Sleep And Non-Sleep Predictors Of CBT-I Outcomes {#S0007-S2002}
------------------------------------------------

The prediction of CBT-I efficacy can be investigated not only through predictors of drop-out, adherence and attendance, but also with subjective sleep or non-sleep indicators useful for subtyping ID population in accordance with treatment efficacy.

Indeed, comorbidities could be added to the list of CBT-I outcomes' predictors. Chiu et al.[@CIT0055] investigated sleep subtypes in schizophrenia and related psychoses as well as response to CBT-I. Sleep subtypes were based on self-reported sleep outcomes from the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI) assessed at the baseline. Data-driven exploratory LCA of PSQI variables identified three classes: classic severe insomnia; insomnia with normal sleep duration; and insomnia with hypersomnia. All three clusters showed significant improvements in sleep and clinical symptoms after CBT-I, specifically psychological distress, anxiety, and depression subscale scores were no longer at clinical levels at the end of CBT-I. However, no statistical differences were found in improvements of comorbid symptoms across the three classes. Although all three classes showed improvements in sleep indicators at the end of the treatment, there were differences between the classes. Patients with classic severe insomnia symptoms (SSD, poor SE, and prolonged SL) showed the greatest benefit from CBT-I. On the other hand, insomnia with NSD had a blunted response, with improvements in daytime functioning and TST, but no changes in SE.

Another study by Bei et al. investigated the heterogeneity in long-term trajectory of depression following CBT-I in 148 adult patients with combined Major Depression Disorder (MDD) and ID.[@CIT0074] Using data from 2-year follow-up after CBT-I, statistical modeling identified latent trajectory classes. The three trajectory classes based on depression severity were: partial responders (68.9%), initial responders (17.6%), and optimal responders (13.5%). Although the three classes had reduced insomnia severity during and immediately after CBT-I treatment, they differed on insomnia-related measures after treatment began, with the optimal responders reporting the lowest insomnia severity at all time periods and at 2-year follow-up.

These studies highlighted the complex, potentially bi-directional, relationship between ID and mental health disorders, with the conclusion that treatment should be directed to both.

With respect to a general population with insomnia, Sánchez-Ortuño et al.[@CIT0075] investigated the patterns of unhelpful beliefs about sleep in insomnia patients and whether those patterns could predict treatment responses. Four empirically derived age-matched subgroups were determined which differed in terms of insomnia severity, use of prescribed medication for sleep, depression and anxiety symptoms, and daytime sleepiness: "worried and medication-biased"; "worried and symptom-focused"; "mild sleep worries"; and "low endorsement." The group with more severe insomnia and specific sleep-related worry exhibited the greatest reduction on the Insomnia Symptoms Questionnaire (ISQ) scores at the 6-month follow-up after CBT-I. On the other hand, patients with most extreme view in endorsing statements about medication such as "I'd better take sleeping pills" had scores on the worry/helplessness scale that still remained above the norm after treatment. These results demonstrated that dysfunctional beliefs about sleep might contribute to subtyping ID patients into subgroups that respond differently to CBT-I.

The most comprehensive study to date, which investigated predictors for the effectiveness of CBT-I efficacy through subtyping both sleep and non-sleep measures, is that of Blanken et al. mentioned above[@CIT0034]. In addition to the identification of five insomnia subtypes, they developed and tested a new questionnaire (Insomnia Type Questionnaire) to enable recognition of the five classes in clinical practice, with the ultimate aim of predicting treatment response. The study attempted to assess the value of the subtypes for predicting response to online CBT-I provided for a subsample of 42 ID patients compared with 26 patients in a waitlist control group. Unfortunately, the sample size was inadequate for identifying three out of five subtypes. In subjects classified as "moderately distressed but with intact responses to pleasurable emotions", CBT-I lead to a large decrease in ISI score and in SL. On the other hand, in subjects classified as "slightly distressed with high reactivity to their environment and life events" ISI score was decreased, but SL showed no improvement.

In conclusion, there is an increasing body of evidence that ID can be subtyped or phenotyped using sleep parameters, mental health status, grade of distress, worry and beliefs about sleep to identify better those who will respond well to usual CBT-I, those who will require a highly tailored program, and those for whom other treatments are first-line ([Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"}). Table 2Subjective Sleep And Non-Sleep Predictors Of CBT-I OutcomesStudiesPredictors Of Response To CBT-ISamplePredictorsGalbiati et al. 2018[@CIT0054]292 ID patients (mean age 41.14 ± 12.45)Short Sleeper (TST\<6hrs) showed a boosted response (ISI and SE)Chiu et al. 2018[@CIT0055]74 schizophrenia and related psychoses and self-reported insomnia (mean age=41.4 years)Insomnia in comorbidity with schizophrenia: short TST, poor SE, and prolonged SL showed greatest benefits (TST and SE)Bei et al. 2018[@CIT0074]148 adults with insomnia and MDD (age=46.6±12.6)Insomnia in comorbidity with depression: significant baseline predictors of response trajectories in terms of depression outcomes were not foundSánchez-Ortuño et al. 2010[@CIT0075]92 ID patientsWorry and symptom-focused insomnia are positively associated with large symptom reduction after CBT-IBlanken et al. 2019[@CIT0034]Subtype 2:\
*N*=43 (26 treated, 17 waitlist controls)\
(age 50.8±12.9 years)\
Subtype 4:\
*N*=25 (16 treated, 9 waitlist controls)\
(age 53.2±9.8 years)Subtype 2: Moderate grade of distress and intact responses to pleasurable emotions could predict strong decrease in ISI score and in SL after CBT-ISubtype 4: Slightly distressed and high reactivity to environment and life events showed SL no improvement, but a decreased in ISI score was found[^2]

Conclusion {#S0008}
==========

There is substantial concern that the high efficacy of CBT-I for ID reported in clinical trials has not been translated into effectiveness, with up to 40% of patients not achieving remission. The evidence from this narrative review indicates that there is an urgent need for high-quality translational research to ensure that patients with ID have the best opportunity for improvement with CBT-I and other treatments.

There are several issues to be considered when evaluating the effectiveness of CBT-I or any other treatment for ID. The first is that there is clarity, ideally standardization, about the intervention. This is a potential problem for ID, because the studies considered in this review have a broad range of "CBT-I" with durations from 2 weeks to 10 weeks, from face-to-face to internet-based self-help, from individual to groups, and from highly experienced clinical psychologists with extensive sleep experience to recent psychology graduates. It is acknowledged that there are limited resources for high-quality face-to-face CBT-I and that alternative forms of delivery, such as internet self-help, are important, but they should be standardized and reproducible. In addition, there is a lack of consensus for the definition and the evaluation of both remission and response after treatment that complicates the interpretation when comparing different studies. Furthermore, adherence to therapy and attrition have received limited attention or have been inadequately addressed. With respect to identifying the predictors of response to treatment, they range from subjective diary and questionnaire reports to objective measures from PSG and actigraphy. Finally, the predictors vary from simple measures such as OSD to highly complex statistical analyses to produce subclasses of ID. Given these challenges, it is important that a consensus is built about how to study the translation of highly efficacious interventions such as CBT-I into real-world practice.

The application of a strict cut-off value (6 hrs) for the distinction between SSD and NSD has produced conflicting results in respect to CBT-I outcomes. Furthermore, the presence of night-to-night fluctuations in the quantity and quality of sleep in ID patients challenges the validity of OSD as a marker. Up to now, there is evidence for a homeostatic dysfunction in these patients[@CIT0076] ; however, its relevance on treatment outcomes needs to be further investigated. Clinical indices, especially those not related to sleep, including the presence of comorbidities, life events, dysfunctional beliefs, grade of distress and emotional regulation skills, are promising factors in predicting CBT-I effectiveness, but their reliability in clinical practice needs to be addressed.

In conclusion, future studies should carefully take into account a combination of both objective and subjective sleep- and non-sleep-related variables in order to identify those patients who may benefit from a specific component of the CBT-I repertoire. For example, patients characterized by increased pre-sleep arousal might benefit from interventions mainly focused on reducing arousal such as meditation, relaxation, and cognitive techniques, whereas patients presenting a homeostatic dysfunction may be more suitable to a sleep restriction protocol. Importantly, recent research has been focused on other interesting constructs that may account for ID symptomatology, for example emotional dysregulation. It has been demonstrated that dysfunction in emotion regulation is present in ID patients,[@CIT0077] but no specific intervention has been developed. Future studies should carefully investigate features of ID symptomatology in order to develop and test new interventions. While the development and dissemination of internet-based CBT-I is fundamental to reach those patients who do not have access to face-to-face treatment, it remains a challenge to identify other patients who might benefit from such an automated intervention compared to conventional delivery[@CIT0078]. In summary, although there is clearly phenotypic heterogeneity of ID, the limited number of studies and the methodological variability do not allow a strong conclusion about how to subtype or phenotype ID in a way that will predict confidently the success of CBT-I or any other treatment.
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[^1]: **Abbreviations:** OSD, objective sleep duration; BBTI, brief behavioural treatment of insomnia; SSD, short sleep duration; NSD, normal sleep duration; SE, sleep efficiency; TWT, total wake time; TST, total sleep time; PSG, polysomnography.

[^2]: **Abbreviations:** ID, insomnia disorders; TST, total sleep time; ISI, insomnia severity index; SE, sleep efficiency; SL, sleep latency; MDD, major depressive disorder.
